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Analytics can answer how and which 
questions

�“How are people are using my design?”
�“Which design should I pick?”
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Core actions in Google Analytics

�Record pageviews: how many people are 
viewing this page?
�Record events: who clicked on this button, or 
uploaded a picture?
�Run experiments: which alternative leads to 
more pageviews or certain events?
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Using Google Analytics

1. Register your site with Google Analytics
2. Insert Google’s JavaScript in your HTML/handlebars files
3. Look at Google Analytics website to see the results. 

NOTE THAT THERE IS A 24-HOUR TIME DELAY AND 
THERE MAY BE BUGS WHEN YOU SET IT UP THE 
FIRST TIME, SO DON’T DO YOUR ANALYTICS 
ASSIGNMENT LAST-MINUTE!!! You won’t be able to 
get TA help last-minute on this part since Google delays 
data by ~24 hours. 
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Include the Javascript block on every page in your site, so it 
records who visited which page
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	  (function(i,s,o,g,r,a,m){i['GoogleAnalyticsObject']=r;i[r]=i[r]||function(){	  
	  	  (i[r].q=i[r].q||[]).push(arguments)},i[r].l=1*new	  Date();a=s.createElement(o),	  
	  	  m=s.getElementsByTagName(o)[0];a.async=1;a.src=g;m.parentNode.insertBefore(a,m)	  
	  	  })(window,document,'script','//www.google-‐analytics.com/analytics.js','ga');	  
 
	  	  ga('create',	  'UA-‐XXXXX-‐Y',	  'auto'); 
	  	  ga('send',	  'pageview');

Including Google Analytics JavaScript code 
(this is just demo code … real code is later)



Including Google Analytics JavaScript code 
(this is just demo code … real code is later)
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	  (function(i,s,o,g,r,a,m){i['GoogleAnalyticsObject']=r;i[r]=i[r]||function(){	  
	  	  (i[r].q=i[r].q||[]).push(arguments)},i[r].l=1*new	  Date();a=s.createElement(o),	  
	  	  m=s.getElementsByTagName(o)[0];a.async=1;a.src=g;m.parentNode.insertBefore(a,m)	  
	  	  })(window,document,'script','//www.google-‐analytics.com/analytics.js','ga');	  

	  	  ga('create',	  'UA-‐XXXXX-‐Y',	  'auto');	  
 

	  	  ga('send',	  'pageview');

“Minified” 
logging code 
that Google 
gives you

Register account; 
‘auto’ means works 
on both localhost 
and Heroku

Send 
page view 
to server



Record an event

Any outcome that you care to record: leaving a comment, 
clicking on an image, scrolling to the bottom of the page…
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ga('send',	  'event',	  'button',	  ‘click');

Send an event

Category:
the object that the user
interacted with

Action:
the behavior the user took



Store any kind of event
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ga('send',	  'event',	  'friendsuggestion',	  'dismiss');	  
ga('send',	  'event',	  'friendsuggestion',	  'accept');	  
ga('send',	  'event',	  'pagescroll',	  'bottom');

Additional arguments available if you want categories or numeric counts.
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/events



A/B testing
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A/B testing in three steps

1. On the server, create two different URLs to represent 
your two conditions. They can be the same controller.

2. Log events for any outcome variables you care about.
3. Create the experiment in Google Analytics and insert 

their experiment code into your HTML/handlebars.
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Creating URL endpoints in app.js

//	  register	  the	  control	  (original)	  condition  
app.get('/',	  index.view); 
 
//	  register	  the	  experimental	  condition 
app.get('/new',	  index.view2);
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Send different data to the template
The controllers in index.js render the same template  
but send different data:  

data	  =	  <some	  data	  object	  to	  pass	  into	  template>;	  

exports.view	  =	  function(req,	  res)	  { 
	   data['showAlternate']	  =	  false;  
	  	  	   res.render('index',	  data); 
};	  
exports.view2	  =	  function(req,	  res)	  { 
	   data['showAlternate']	  =	  true;  
	  	  	   res.render('index',	  data); 
} 12



Render the alternatives using  
if/else statements in Handlebars

<button>	  
{{#if	  showAlternate}}	  
	   You	  should	  sign	  up	  for	  Intro	  to	  HCI	  NOW!!!	  
{{else}}	  
	   Sign	  up	  for	  Intro	  to	  HCI.	  
{{/if}}	  
</button>
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Log the event

In the client Javascript:
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ga('send',	  'event',	  'signup',	  ‘click');

One important limitation about Google Analytics: by 
default, it can track only binary events. That is, what % of 
people who come to your site clicked the sign-up button? 
If you want to track view counts (e.g., how many pictures 
did the person view?), it’s very hard. You can do it using an 
API, but we don’t recommend it for this class.
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practice

Analytics
Goal: install Google pageview analytics  
on your portfolio



Get the starter code

�Fork the repository: https://github.com/pgbovine/lab7
�git	  clone your forked repository into the introHCI 
directory as usual
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Start node.js and visit http://localhost:3000
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You should see the normal page with some extra Like buttons on the projects

http://localhost:3000


Open a Google Analytics account

�Click “Sign in” (upper right)
�Create a Google account if you don’t have one:  
 
 
 
 
 

�If you do have an account, see the next slide
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https://analytics.google.com/analytics/



If you already have a Google account

�You’ll need to create a 
new analytics account 
and property:
�Click the “Admin” tab at 
the top of the page
�Click the dropdown under 
“Account” and choose  
“Create new account”
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Set up the account
�Choose an account/website name 
can be “Lab 7” or similar
�Website URL will be your Heroku 
app’s URL, e.g., mine is
� http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com

�Click the “Get Tracking ID” button 
and accept the terms of service
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Get your tracking code & copy into your HTML/handlebars 
files, and paste right before </body> near the end of each file
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If you need to find the tracking code again
�Look in the Admin tab:
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Test: is your webpage sending data to Google?

�Reload node.js, then open the Chrome developer tools at 
localhost:3000 and click to the “Network” tab.
�Reload the page in your browser.
�Do you see a ‘collect’ message initiated by ‘Other’ in the 
Network tab? (Hint: you might need to filter for ‘collect’…)
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Test: is it receiving data? (part 1)

�Find “All Web Site Data”, click on the “Reporting” tab  
 
 
 

�Click “Real-Time”, then “Overview”
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Test: is it receiving data? (part 2)

�Reload http://localhost:3000 and wait five seconds.
�How many Active Visitors does Google Analytics think you 
have on the site? (Hopefully one.)
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http://localhost:3000


Test: is it receiving data? one visitor from San Diego!
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Visitor patterns over time

�Click on the Audience tab and then Overview to see how 
many people looked at your site, and which pages they saw.
�This will be empty right now; it typically gets updated  
each night.
�This will be useful for tracking your online user studies!
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practice

A/B testing



Goal: run an A/B test on a new grid layout  
vs. the original vertical layout

Which layout gets users to click “Like” on more projects?
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Original Vertical Layout New Grid Layout (we will fake it for this lab)



Register the control and experimental 
URL routes
�What do I do?
�Register a new route to ‘/grid’ that routes to a new controller in 
index.js called index.viewGrid.

�How do I do it?
�Look in app.js. You already have a route for ‘/‘ (which means localhost:
3000) registered to index.view. Create another route to  
‘/grid’ that connects to index.viewGrid.

�How do I know it’s working?
�You won’t be able to check this until you create the controller. If you 
try to start node.js now, it will complain.
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Create index.viewGrid

�What do I do?
�In routes/index.js, create a new controller that exports the function 
viewGrid. It should also render index.handlebars.

�How do I do it?
�Your controller should be identical to index.view for now, just with 
a different name.

�How do I know it’s working?
�Reload node.js and open localhost:3000 and localhost:3000/grid. Do 
they both render the same page? If yes, then you’re good for now.
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Send a boolean flag to the template
�What do I do?
�Send a boolean variable called grid to the handlebars template so 
that we can use an if/else block to render different versions.

�How do I do it?
�In index.view, add a property ‘grid’ to the projects JSON and 
set it to false,	  e.g.
�In index.viewGrid, add a property ‘grid’ to the projects JSON 
and set it to true.

�Now, when projects is sent to the Handlebars template, you’ll have 
either grid	  =	  false or grid	  =	  true.

�How do I know if it’s working? (You can’t, yet.) 32



If/else block to render a (fake) grid
�What do I do?
�In index.handlebars, render the HTML "grid! <button 
class=“likeBtn">Like</button>" if grid is true. Keep the 
original {{#each	  projects}} block if grid is false

�How do I do it?
�In Handlebars, {{#if	  myVar}} will test if myVar is true
�{{#if	  myVar}} 
…code… 
{{else}} 
…code… 
{{/if}}	  

�How do I know if it’s working? http://localhost:3000/grid shows “grid! 
<Like button>”; http://localhost:3000 shows the old site
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Record an event whenever the user clicks 
a Like button on a project

�What do I do?
�We will be measuring which layout produces more “Like” clicks.
�In public/js/introHCI.js, record a Google Analytics event whenever 
the user clicks any Like button. Use Category: ‘like’,  Action: ‘click’.
�Remember the category and action; you’ll need them later!

�How do I do it?
�You’ll need to register a click handler
�The click handler should send an Analytics event

�How do I know if it’s working? (Go to the next slide.)
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Test: is the event sending data?
�Open the Chrome developer tools at localhost:3000 and 
click to the “Network” tab.
�Reload the page and click on a “Like” button for a project.
�It should trigger another network event to ‘collect’.
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Test: Google Analytics receiving data
�Just like before, go to “Real-Time”, but this time click on 
“Events” to see a realtime update with the events.
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Before setting up the Google 
Analytics experiment, you’ll need to 
publish the current version of your 
site to Heroku so that Google can 
see your A/B alternatives. 
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Deploy your lab7 to Heroku:
�Create a new application in Heroku and link to GitHub
�Mine will be called: http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com
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http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com


Deploy your lab7 to Heroku:
�Deploy “master” branch to Heroku and visit both the original 
and grid URLs to test:
�Mine will be called: http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com
�Grid version: http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com/grid
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http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com
http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com/grid
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Randomizing & Logging A/B

Experiments



Google Analytics Experiments

�The way Google Analytics Experiments works is that, 
once set up, it will automatically ‘coin flip’ and choose a 
random A/B for a user
�It will also ensure that when that user returns to the 
page, the same A/B version that was randomly selected 
will be shown again
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Add your custom ‘like’ event as a goal
�Click on the “Admin” tab at the top of Google Analytics
�Click on “Goals” in the right column, then “+New Goal”
�Under “Goal Setup”, choose “Custom”. Click “Continue”.
�Name: “Likes”
�Type: “Event”

�Recall our event description from before: 
�category equals “like”
�action equals “click”

�Click “Create Goal”
�Back on starter page, see:
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Create a Google Analytics experiment
�In the Google Analytics window, click back on the 
Reporting top-level tab. Then click on the Behavior  
side-tab and finally Experiments
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Choose your experiment objective
�Enter the URL of the homepage  
e.g., http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com/

�Name the experiment (e.g., “Grid 
Likes”)
�Click on the “Select a Metric” 
dropdown and look within Goal Set 1 
to find the goal we just created
�Click on “Advanced options” and set 
the minimum time to 3 days
�Click “Next Step”
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Enter the URLs of both your page versions

�The web page to 
experiment should 
preview your default page. 
Add the alternate grid as 
Variant 1 …
�You can name the page as 
you like, e.g., “Grid”

�Click “Next Step”
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Insert the experiment JavaScript

�Choose “Manually insert 
the code”
�This gives you JavaScript code 
that will run your experiment
�Put that code inside of your 
views/index.handlebars file 
near the very top right after 
the <head> tag (putting it at 
this location is very 
important!!!)
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Push the experiment JavaScript to Heroku

�Git add all the new/changed files
�Git commit your new code and push the update 
to GitHub and deploy again on Heroku
�Click “Next Step” in Google Analytics after 
you’ve updated on Heroku
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Validate your experiment setup
�Google will now search to 
see if you have correctly 
included the experiment 
code on your page.
�If it can’t find the code, make 
sure you pushed it correctly to 
Heroku. Then click “Revalidate”

�If it works, click “Start 
Experiment”
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Is it working?
�If you visit http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com/ (or 
whatever you named your version), you will randomly 
either see the original or grid layouts
�For the moment, you’ll have to look at the Real-Time view 
in Google Analytics to make sure you’re receiving 
pageviews and Like click events
�The experiment page will update only after ~24 hours, so 
don’t wait until the last minute to do your assignment
�You’ll always see the same A/B version that was randomly 
selected the first time … if you would like Google Analytics 
to serve a new random page to you, visit it in an Incognito/
Private tab in your browser (or clear all of your cookies)
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http://pgbovine-hci-lab7.herokuapp.com/

